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Abstract

70 % of the worlds most expensive wildfires has occurred since year 2003. This
is a clear example of that wildfires are
an increasingly growing problem which
demands new solutions.
Some of the most prominent problems
of fighting wildfires are the harsh terrain
and limited accessibility, the lack of communication and difficulties in creating an
overview off the scene and predict how
the wildfire will develop. These problems
are all factors which I have tried to focus
on in my degree project, the Trition.
By doing thoroughly research about
wildfires and by gathering information
and inspiration from other areas, such
as the military, it was possible to see the
problems of wildfires in a more problemsolving perspective. Ideas and forms were
generated through unrestrictive sketching
and created sketch models.
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The Trition is a terrain fire truck that serves
as a response vehicle, with exceptionally
good off-road mobility and that always can
be first at the scene. The Trition also serves
as a command central which can organise the enormous operations that big fires
demands. By having a mobile and multifunctional command central it is possible
to always have the latest data about the
scene and plan the wildfire fighting in the
most efficient way.
The Trition is equipped with a drone on its
roof. The drone can take off and sweep the
area, collecting data which gives the fire
fighters a good overview and that help to
predict the wildfire, such as wind speed and
the terrain incline. The drone also has an
important preventing function. By regularly
sweeping uninhabitant areas, the drones
infrared camera can detect wildfires early
on and alert the Trition for an early intervention.
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Introduction

Before the project started I was thinking
that I wanted to challenge my self by doing a exterior project, since I mostly have
done interior projects earlier.
I was going to make my degree work for
SCANIA, and i really wanted to do something that I felt I had interest in, but in the
same time could be relevant for SCANIA.
So I was starting to think about what I
could do, and then I heard how they wear
talking about a huge wildfire on the news.
I’ve heard about wildfires several times
before but had not thought of the idea that
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I could actually make a special vehicle
for this problem. I also thought it would
fit well into SCANIA’S brand image to
have a vehicle that fight extreme fire under extreme terrine conditions. SCANIA
already have fire trucks but no extreme
off road trucks, such as Mercedes having the Mercedes Unimog.
I want to design a vehicle that have the
technical and practical characteristics to
do the job. It would also be important for
the vehicle to have its own characteristic
design that stands out and breathing
SCANIA, like a Icon
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Background

Over the last years, the consequences of
global warming have become more and
more evident and the results are frightening.
Furious storms sweeps across cities and
not even the world’s strongest economies
have a chance of controlling their progress.
Expanding drought, in combination with enhanced radiation from the sun, create ideal
conditions for wild fires. The global weather
is more extreme and wildfires have never
been more common than today.
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Many fire fighting methods goes way back
and even though there have been an
advanced technical development, there are
still many limitations. Fire fighting is still an
extremely dangerous job and rough terrain
often force fire fighters into dangerous and
exposed situations. Traditional fire trucks
have limited access and the terrain vehicles are seldom design exclusively for fire
fighting.

“The problem increases,
But we still use the same
methods”

9

Aim

When designing a fire truck today, functionality is naturally the main focus but
this may limit the creative and conceptual
approach to problem solving.
By using a more conceptual approach,
I hope to develop a uncompromised fire
truck, with new innovating solutions to
fight wildfires. My focus will be to identify
problems and limitations related to todays
wildfire fighting and search for technology
that can solve or minimize those problems.
The aim of this project is to create a fire
fighting concept for the year 2030. In a
time when wildfires will be even more
common and when it will be necessary
for most countries to have a special,
well-organized wildfire fighting force. The
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concept will be created for Scania, a well established Swedish truck brand that also have
a long history of designing special-purpose
trucks such as fire trucks.
One of the cornerstones of Scania design
theory is to put the users needs and wishes in
focus and this is something that I constantly
will consider throughout the design process.
The initial strategy is to investigate the issue in
question to get a deeper understanding of the
problem. Research on wildfires, fire fighting
and new techniques of fire extinguishing will
be conducted.
The second step is to break free from the traditional view of fire truck design and collect inspiration and ideas for other areas of research,
gather new input for this quite conservative
area of design.

Main goals
•

Design impression - Strength, flexibility and security

•

More efficient fire fighting - New methods and materials

•
•
•

Increased accessibility - Terrain-friendly

Improved security - protecting fire fighters

Reflection of the future Scania brand but still with a clear DNA origin
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Personal connection

The reason why I have chosen this field
for my graduation project is that there are
many relevant issues to be solved and
I am convinced that there are several
conceptual solutions yet to find. I have
always been interested in adventures
and the collaboration, but also contrast,
between man and nature. I’m fascinating
by the variety of nature and the systems
that really shows the connection between
different levels of wild life and ecological
interactions.
My vision is to create a vehicle that
instantly gives the user a feeling of being
invincible at the same time as it provides
significant comfort and safety. I want
the fire fighters to experience the same
feelings as Batman does when he gets
in to his Bat mobile, the feeling of going
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on a important mission but with a strong
conviction of having the means and the
knowledge to be able to handle it.
By focusing on wild fires, as a fast growing problem, it will be possible to identify
concrete needs, demands and wishes
of this multifunctional vehicle. One of
the main challenges will be to make the
vehicle passable in all kinds of terrains.
Another will be to elaborate with new
strategies and techniques of controlling wild fires. It will also be important to
create a functional, jet invigorating and
inspiring, interior that can cooperate and
bond with the vehicles rougher exterior.
This will all demand a challenging mix
of sportiness, flexibility and robustness,
something I really looking forward to
create!
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Scenario

It’s the year 2030 and wildfires has become
a common problem in most countries. The
consequences of raging, out of controlled
wildfires has been seen too many times and
responsible decision makers have realized
that the only thing that will prevent similar
situations is an extensive fire fighting force
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focusing on preventive work. By investing
in a force of effective, fast and wellcommunicating fire trucks it is possible to
discover and fight the wildfires at an early
stage and thereby preventing great economical as well as ecological losses.

”Get organized and focus on the right area”
A firefighters respond to the question : “What is most
Important when you get to the site of a wildfire?”
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Method

During the initial phase I did through
research within the area - what types of
wildfires exists, how do they work and
what is the most common ways to fight
wildfires? I interviewed fire fighters who
had experience from wildfires to really get
an insight to the problem and get a understanding of what they are struggling with.
I also gathered information from other
types of organisations, for example the
military. Since the military spends a lot of
money on development and new technologies, it is a great source of technical
knowledge as well as inspiration. Information’s from other organisations generated
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ideas and functions that also could be
applied on my wildfire vehicle.
During the sketch phase I didn´t have
any restrictions at all. In the beginning
I tried to produces as many ideas and
forms as possible. I also sketched different scenarios to pin point the needed
functions in a vehicle. During this phase,
I also experimented a lot with mock-ups
and tested the functionalities of the different part of the vehicle.
The final phase consisted of creating a
CAD-model, fine adjust the design and
build a physical model for the degree
show.

Inspiration from different fields

CAD work and rendering

Interviews with real firefighters and inspection of
their vehicles

Sketching

Prepare CAD work for milling

Milling all parts

Get inspiration from classmates and other people in you surrounding
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Wildfires - a growing problem
Wildfires are becoming more and more
common. Climate models shows that
some areas, such southern Europe, will
experience more hot and dry summers
in the future which will make wild fires
even more difficult to combat.
Wildfires occurs in all continents (not
Antarctic) but are more common in
North and South America and Australia,
especially during long hot summers.
Between 60,000 and 80,000 wildfires
occurs each year in United States and
between 46 000 to 62 000 occurs each
year in Australia.

Why is it increasing?
The main reasons to why global warming increases wild fires
•

Less snow. Snow-covered mountains had previously a
significant preventive effect on wild fires by providing the surrounding areas with melted water during dry periods.

•

More water evaporates.
The warmer the air gets, the more water evaporates before
sinking into the ground which creates a even dryer vegetation.

•

•
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Facts

Increased spread of tree pest. The plants can’t adjust to the
warmer climate fast enough which makes them less resistant
to pests and parasites. Dead trees are more flammable than
healthy hydrated trees.
Stronger storms. Warm air creates new streams of air which
causes a change in the weather resulting in more wind and
storm. Increased wind both contributes to a greater drought
and to a more rapid spread of wild fires.

•

•

7 of the 10 most expensive wild fires in the world
have occurred since year 2003.

•

Simple piles of grass, leaves and twigs can create
enough heat to spontaneously combust and ignite
the surrounding area.

•

A large fire can create its own wind. As the fire heats
the air around a fire it quickly rises. Cool air rushes
in to replace the hot air which creates a wind and
increases the supply of oxygen to the fire.

•

It is estimated that the United States, United Kingdom and Australia spend 0.9 to 2 % of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) on costs related to fires.

•

Lightning strikes the Earth over 100,000 times a day.
Of these, 10-20% cause a fire.

“Global warming has effectively eliminated the concept of a fire
season. Today, wildfires are a year-round risk.”

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Governor of California
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Drons can be used to so m
Different types of wildfires
Wildfires are characterized in terms
of the cause of ignition, their physical properties and in which terrain in
which it takes place.
Low ground fires: Is fuelled by ground
vegetation, dead vegetation and low
shrubs. Represents most of the fires that
occurs. It’s spreading speed is usually up
to 10 meters/minute.
High ground fires: Fires that spreads
from low ground to higher vegetation
such as bushes and trees. Spreading
rate increases to about 10-20 meters/
minute.
Top Fires: Top fire are fires that spreads
from treetop to treetop without ignition
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from ground vegetation. Top fires mostly
occurs when the forest is dense and treetops is quite close and it usually stays at
the top of the hill. Spreading rate is about
20-50 m/min.
Peat Fires: The fuel for this type of fire
is found under the ground in the form of
roots and dead vegetation. Peat fires are
smouldering fires and can go fairly deep
into the ground if there is enough fuel.
After it has burned above ground, it can

Low ground fire

High ground fire

continue to burn underground for months
if the post-fire fight is not done properly.
If there is enough oxygen available it can
turn into a ground fire again.
Aerial Fires: Aerial fire is when the burning particles from a wild fire drifts with the
wind and put fire in the woods outside
the existing forest fire. This causes huge
problems since the center of fires becomes multiple.

Top fire

Peat fire
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Drons can be used to so m
Methods - fighting wildfires
There are several ways to fight wild fires.
Different fire extinguishing agents can be
used but most of all there are variations
in how to approach the fire. In many
cases, the goal is not to extinguish the
existing fire but rather prevent it from
spreading. Get it under control and wait
until it burns out.
Airborne fire-fighting
Air planes and/or helicopters are usually brought in when the fire has grown
relatively large and mostly with the
purpose of stopping the fire from spreading further. Air planes is mostly used
to isolate wide spread fires by soaking
surrounding areas with huge amounts of
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water. Helicopters also fills an important
purpose in locating the fire and identify
how it moves. As fire spreads faster uphill
than downhill, observations from the air
provides important information of how the
fire extinction should be organized to be
the most effective.
Fire break
Fire breaks are created by removing the
flammable vegetation surrounding the fire.
This can either be done by cutting down
trees and tearing up grass and shrubs or
by soaking the ground. By creating fire
breaks the fire fighters can control the
progress of the fire and prevent it from
spreading.

Land based fire fighting
When fighting the fire from the ground,
nearby water sources are sometimes
used. Most fire trucks are equipped with
pumps but this requires that there is water
source nearby. Sometimes the fire trucks
can carry some water with them but it is
mostly of use when the fire still is at a very
early stage.
Water is still the most common fire extinguishing agent but there are also some
powder mixtures used. The primary use of
water is mostly due to it’s accessibility but
also with consideration to the ecology and
the environment.
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Drons can be used to so m
One of the world´s most dangerous
When extinguishing wildfires, fire fighters are not
only exposed to the direct danger of the fire itself
but also to potential threats from the nearby environment. In the surrounding area, electrical wires,
falling trees, smoke and explosions can creates
huge risks for the fire fighters, especially since all
their attention is put on the fire.
Power lines, carrying high voltage, often goes
through forests. The transformers, connected to
the power lines, can explode if they are exposed
to heat. There are also risks associated with
excessive water vapour in the air since it can
flashover from the power line, creating an arc
from the power line to the nearest earthed point.
The arc can cause burns and even death. A
downed power line can keep the ground within a
radius of about 10 meters from the line energized. When the fire fighting take place close to
a power line, the power is usually disconnected,
although this is only done when there is a clear
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risk since cutting the power have major effects on
nearby societies.
Falling trees occurs when the fire get down to
the root system of trees and burning them off,
resulting in trees that will fall at the slightest
effect of the wind. When using helicopters and
other aircraft to bomb with water, the force from
the falling water is enough to cut down trees and
throw stones and other materials from the ground
into people nearby, which can cause serious
injuries. Due to falling trees, wind changes and
likewise, the fire fighters can easily find themselves surrounded by the fire. The encircled fire
fighters are then compelled to find a safe place;
their vehicles, waterways or already burnt areas
where they can wait for help. Many fire trucks are
therefore equipped with chain saws so that the
staff can cut a clear way to passage.
At most wildfires, the fire fighters are exposed to

intense heat and smoke which can cause injury
if proper protection is not used. Smoke is easy to
detect and protect against. The heat is also easy
to detect but more difficult to protect against.
High heat contributes to dehydration and one of
the first symptoms of to intense heat exposure
is cramps. If not handled properly, a heat stroke
can cause heat collapse and heat shock. Large
quantities of liquid is lost when fighting wildfires
and the fluid loss can be as much as 1-1.6 litres
per hour. To reduce the risk of heat stroke, the
fire fighters don’t wear the classical thick fire
fighter uniform but instead uses T-shirts and thin
overalls.
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Drons can be used to so m
Smoke jumpers - get there before everyone else
Smoke jumpers are special trained fire
fighters who parachutes to get to the
sights of the wildfires. They are transported by air planes to places that it are
impossible to reach by car. Their mission
is usually to extinguish small fires before
they spreads or create fire breaks. They
have the necessaries for being outdoors
for at least 48 hours and wears a special jumpsuit that will protect them when
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landing in rough terrain. In the U.S., there
are about 400 educated smoke jumpers
that regularly are called out to various
missions.
Even though smoke jumping is extremely
dangerous and also a quite out dated and
ineffective for fighting wildfires, it is currently the best available method to locate
and extinguish wildfires early on.
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Drons can be used to so m
Personal equipment
The fire fighters’ need for equipment naturally vary depending on the type and size
of the fire. Despite that, there are some
things that fire fighters always bring when
fighting wild fires.
First, there are things related to the fire
fighters personal well-being; such as
safety helmets, good shoes, light clothing,
food and especially plenty of drinking water. Fighting wild fires involves hard physical work and the heat from the fire further
contribute to the risk of dehydration.
The equipment needed for fire fighting can
be divided into two main categories: tools
for extinguish fire and tools for preventing
further spread.
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When extinguishing smaller fires, fire
fighters usual uses flappers (a rectangle
of silicon or rubber at the end of a stick) to
suffocate the fire. If there is water nearby,
fire fighters uses pumps and hose to
transport the water to the sight of the fire.
Therefore they always bring a small pump
and hoses of different sizes with them.
When it comes to preventing the fire from
spreading, one important tool is the drip
torch. The drip torch is used to burn of
some vegetation surrounding the fire so
it can not spread further. Besides burning
off land, fire fighters also uses chain saws
and rakes to remove flammable vegetation.

In Sweden, fire fighters both communicate by local radio and by a national communication system called Rakel. Good
communication is essential in fire fighting
but despite technological development,
there are still a lot of shortcomings in
the coordination of information. The fire
commander must actively seek and share
information from multiple sources, which
may easily results in misunderstandings
or that important information may be delayed. Information about wind conditions
and humidity levels are also important for
effective fire fighting yet the equipment
for such data is still not standard in fire
trucks.

On the field, it can be difficult to know what’s
happening, which can be life-changing..
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The Colorado Wildfires
June 28, 2012

Waldo Canyon, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Around noon on the 28th of June 2012 residents from multiple communities
of Colorado Springs reported smoke originating from hills. Half an hour later,
the city confirmed a localized brush fire in a valley just south of Rampart
Range Road. As the fire spread, police forces issued a mandatory evacuation to residents in the surrounding area. 650 fire fighters were brought to
the scene and eventually over 32 000 people were evacuated.

1

A helicopter drops water on the fire as fire fighters continued
to battle the blaze that burned into the evening hours in Waldo
Canyon. The fires, which burned more than 15,000 acres, began
spreading in the early morning, causing base officials to evacuate
residents.

2
30

Fire fighters from the Vandenberg Air Force
Base await orders to cut a fire break in the
Mount Saint Francois area of Colorado Springs.

3

Fire fighter Marissa Halbeisen helps
cut and clear a fire break in the
Mount Saint Francois area of Colorado
Springs.
31

4

Aerial and satellite imagery showing the damage after the Waldo
Canyon fire, the most destructive in Colorado’s history.

6

5
32

Fire fighter Chris Loung wiping
the sweat off his face

A helicopter wetting surrounding areas
as an attempt to stop the fire from
spreading

7

6

Over 32 000 residents were evacuated

8

346 buildings were
destroyed by the fire
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Fire trucks
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The requirements of a fire truck varies greatly depending on which
activities it will be used in and what types of fires it will extinguish.
For example, fire trucks at airports need to be able to fast get to the
sight of fire and with great precision and power use chemical extinguishing agents to put out the fire. At a fire department in the city, the
fire trucks needs to be able to connect into the municipal water supply.
The must also be equipped with fire ladders in order to save people
high up in buildings and be of the proportions that will work in traffic.
Fire trucks are rarely designed or constructed for a single, specific
use. Often existing models are altered to suit the activities they will be
used in and sometimes the modifications can be both outdated and
unreliable.
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Off-road vehicles used in fire fighting
Off-road vehicles can be used for
a variety of purposes when fighting
wildfires. Besides being equipped and
used for active fire fighting, off-road
vehicles can be used for transporting
other vehicles and other forest materials such as water tanks, pumps and
chain saws.
Most fire fighting forces use conventional SUV:s when going out in
the wild and it is unusual to possess
off-road vehicles that are specifically
designed and adapted for fighting forest fires. Where forest fires are more
common, fire fighting forces usually
uses more refined terrain vehicles
such as Volvo Laplander, Volvo c303/

c306, Land rover Defender and Mercedes Unimog.
There are remodelled versions of
terrain vehicles, for example the
Mercedes Unimog, equipped with
pumping sets and water tanks but
most remodel versions is relatively
old and the technical solutions are not
optimal.
Some off-road vehicles are modified
based on the need of the specific fire
fighting force, if it mostly will be used
as a rescue vehicle or more for transporting supplies. When transporting
materials in dense terrain, ATV:s are
primary used.
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Interview - Umeå fire fighting station
What happens when there is an alarm for a wildfire?

To get insight into the everyday life of a fire
fighter and gain more knowledge about wild
fires, I decided to visit Umeå fire fighting station and do an interview with Rolf Lundin, incident commander at Umeå fire fighting station.

Often there are four fire fighters who tries to get to the scene as fast
as possible. They take a regular car with a trailer which is pre loaded
with an ATW, some water and some equipment. The optimal is if
they can extinguish the fire directly with the water and flappers they
brought with them. If the fire has grown and they can’t extinguish
it, they call the incident commander who organize a larger operation; often involving both helicopters, regular fire trucks and a large
number of fire fighters. Many times, the work is mainly about limiting
the spread of the fire, rather than trying to extinguish it. By soaking
surrounding ground or build firebreaks, the fire fighters can control the
fire until it eventually runs out of combustible vegetation.

I did a semi-structured interview with focus
on getting Rolf to talk about and describe the
procedure when a wildfire go off and what
equipment is essential for a fire fighter. I have
chosen to only present some aspects of the
interview here.

How do you get to the scene?
The first team go with regular cars and then
use the ATV they have with them on the trailer.
If the terrain is very rough the firemen may
have to go by foot while we uses a helicopter
or small aircraft to locate the fire from the air.
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How do you communicate during a wildfire?
We use both an internal communication system (radio) and a national
communication system (RAKEL) that enables communication with
other agencies and organizations. The incident commander has a
communication computer in his vehicle through which he can connect to the Internet with and for example gain access to data about
wind conditions and humidity. The incident commander is the one who
coordinate the communication, both with other operators and with the
fire fighters in the field.

How do you extinguish
wildfires?
Initially, we try to extinguish the
fire with the tools (eg. flappers
and fire rakes) and the water
we bring with them. If the fire
has grown large, we mainly try
to control it. We monitor the
progress of the fire from different angles and sometime also
from the air and coordinate the
operation with purpose of isolating the fire.
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Due to the second world war almost
all Scania-Vabis production became
defence oriented during a period. For
example the production of the engine
for the medium tank m/41.

1969

1950´s

Scania-Vabis focused
on increase their
export. During the 50’s
the export raised from
10 % in 1949 to 50 %
in 1950.

1958

Scania-Vabis fire
engine from 1928.

Scania and Vabis
becomes the
general agent for
Volkswagen in
Sweden.

1941

1935

1912

Scania and Vabis
merges into one
company: ScaniaVabis.

The company’s first customer was the fire brigade
in Stockholm, Sweden. A
fire engine with a maximum
speed of 40 km/h was built.

1928

The company
Vabis was
founded in
Södertälje.
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more than a century of truck production

Vabis and another company,
Scania, located in Malmö
released their first truck the
same year.

1911

1891

1902

SCANIA

Scaniaresultin
was als
introduc
diesel e

When the new model, L75, was presente
new design was launched as well. The m
of the 1944 front remained, but the headl
into the mudguards, giving the bonnet a n
The grille was also designed to be more p

"In the truck world, one plus one are seldom two,
but at best one-and-a-half."
Leif Östling, CEO of Scania 1989-2012

In 2004, Scanias PRT range was presented. The P-series with the
smallest cabs, a model typical for reginal and local distribution. The
R-series with spacious cabs, designed for all types of transport long-distance traffic, construction and distributionand and finally the
T-series developed for long haulage and construction work. The Tseries was, however stopped produced in 2005 due to low demand.

Scania introduced the 4-series. The 4-series changed the
Scania front look from quite square and lined to more round
and curved shapes (right in picture). The new cab design
split the grill in two horizontally, making the lower part flip
down to make a step usable for better reach when cleaning
windows or eventually as a bench while waiting somewhere.

2009

Scania gained a strong position on the
market in the 70s, mainly because of
the turbocharged 14-liter, 350-hp, V8
engine, which had the highest output
of any truck engine in the Europeanmarket in the early 1970s.

2004

In 1980-81, a new program of trucks
was introduced that further strengthen
Scania focus on modular construction.
Allowing customers to a greater extent
customize their trucks to their particular
needs.

1994

ed in 1958, a
main features
lights were
new look.
prominent.

1970´s

-Vabis merged with SAAB,
ng in SAAB-Scania. 1969
so the year when Scania
ced their first V8-turboengine.

1980

being asked if a merger with another
truckmaker would be feasible

The new R-series Scania is launched
with a tougher and more distinctive
exterior combined with a new cab
more ergonomic interior.
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SCANIA Brand Values
The project are going to be designed to express
Scania’s brand values: Pride and Trust. It conveys
the feeling of confidence, intelligence, strength and
speed. The same characteristics that you wish for in
the ideal fire fighter!

Customers first

42

Respect for the individual

Quality

Pride

Trust

Trust
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Masters of terrain

44

Off-road vehicles
Def: Vehicle used for travelling off public roads, especially on
unpaved roads, trails, beaches, or rough terrain.

There is a great variety when it comes to off-road vehicles,
mostly due to the broad definition that includes ATV as
well as military tanks.
However, something most terrain vehicle have in common
are technical structure that differs in many ways compared
to road vehicles. For example the constructions of the
all-wheel drive, fuel and lubrication system adjusted for
driving in steep hills, wheel suspension providing great
shock absorption, differential lock prevents spinning and
special off-road tires.

Tank tread wheels - increases the mobility without impairing the manoeuvring

Combination of a lightweight vehicle body and large tires increased flexibility

Wheels with multi- degree turning radius - reducing the
risk of getting stuck

High ground clearance - low risk of damaging the vehicles
underbody
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Communication
One of the most important aspect when it
comes to stopping a growing wildfire is the
communication and the organisation of the
fire fighting operation. This is of importance
both to be able to prioritize the resources
optimally but also to be able to keep the
fire fighters safe. Today, the communication
systems commonly used in fire fighting are
very basic which means that a lot of information needs to be repeated and also that
some information easily can be lost. It slows
down the decision-making as well as it is a
safety-risk.
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The military has for a long time devoted substantial resources to developing effective systems to
improve both direct and indirect communication. Advanced systems enable communications between
individuals, individuals-commander and between
different control centres.
By applying this modern communication technology,
my vehicle can be used as a portable command
centre: enabling direct, target communication as
well as sharing, saving and accessing important
data, crucial for decision-making.

Use more effective communication
system to get organised

We realized we were looking at
it the wrong way – our real need
was system capacity, features,
and looking to the future of communications.
47

Data collection
Modern wildfire fighting is based on various types
of calculations and predictions. This requires a
large amount of data can be collected from the
scene of the fire and the area around it.
Conditions such as wind direction, humidity, soil
type and terrain is very important since it affects
how fire behaves. Within the U.S., the Energy
Release Component (ERC) is a scale relating fuel
energy potential to area. The Burning Index (BI)
relates flame length to fire spread speed and temperature. The Haines Index (HI) tracks stability
and humidity of air over a fire. The Keeth-Byrum
Drought Index relates fuels to how quickly they
could ignite and to what percentage they should
burn. The Lightning Activity Level (LAL) ranks
lightning potential into six classes. It is essential
to have accurate access to all this data when
making decisions regarding the fire fighting.
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NASA:s Ikhana Unmanned Aircraft System

1

Pilots and mission support personnel control Ikhana, using direct
(C-band) and satellite-relayed communications.

2

Modular Sensor on board the Ikhana unmanned aircraft can
map new actively burning areas. Known fire perimeters are
seen in green, purple, blues and reds. The information is distributed to the nearest fire fighting officials enabling near real-time
tactical decision making.

3
A Ku-band satellite communications system provided the Altair
with uplink/downlink capabilities for beyond-line-of-sight control
by a pilot in a ground station
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Unmanned aerial vehicle // Drones
There are a variety of ways to collect all this data,
but a technology that has a great advantage is
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV:s or drones). UAV
can carry cameras, sensors and communications
equipment. They are smaller than manned aircraft
and they do not need an airfield to take off from.
By using UAV:s all data can rapidly be collected
and transferred wireless to a computer for further
calculations. Since UAV:s does not require any
manpower it is possible to gather information close
to the fire without risking any life’s. Furthermore it is
possible to gather real-time visual information from
the air.
I have therefore chosen to look more closely at this
technology and explore how it could be used in my
concept.
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Visual
Ever since humans began to call
themselves intelligent, there have
been a need to visualize information
and today new technologies, new
ways of visualizing information, is
developed in an explosive pace.
With our five senses: sight, hearing,
taste, smell and touch, we can bring
in influences from the outside world
which is then processed in the brain
and gives rise to some kind of reaction. The brain can prioritize what
is central to our vision and adds less
weight to what is in the periphery.
Movement is intuitive also important for us humans because it can

be dangerous. In visualization,
these observations are necessary
to convey the information in the
desired way.
A good and common strategy
is to structure raw data to show
various relationships so that patterns becomes clearer. Raw data
can be structured into three-dimensional matrices and by using
motion and animated interactions, it is possible to use 3D as
a reliable, accurate and precise
decision-support tool.
It is important for users to be able
to interact with the visualization of
the information. That means that
the user can easily select, modify
and save the information he/
she wants, and easily detect the
information that is relevant.

Interactive 3d screens
Making it possible to
visualize the wildfires and
make predictions based
on gathered data.
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Advanced lightning systems
Laser headlights
In laser headlights, each light is that three
blue lasers positioned at the rear of the
assembly fire onto a set of mirrors closer to
the front. Those mirrors focus the laser energy into a lens filled with yellow phosphorus. The yellow phosphorus, when excited
by the blue laser, emits an intense white
light. That white light shines backward, onto
a reflector. The reflector then bounces the
more diffused white light forward, shining
it out of the front of the headlight casing
as a beam that is powerful, yet still able to
be gazed upon. Laser lights can be much
smaller than conventional lighting systems
and they can use less energy to operate.
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Adaptive headlights
Adaptive headlights turn their beams
around each bend in the road, giving you
a better view of what’s ahead. Standard
headlights shine straight ahead, no matter
what direction the car is moving. Adaptive
headlights react to the steering, speed and
elevation of the car and automatically adjust to illuminate the road ahead. When the
car turns right, the angle of the headlights
turns to the right. Turn the car left, the
headlights angle to the left. This is important not only for the driver of the car with
adaptive headlights, but for other drivers
on the road as well. The glare of oncoming headlights can cause serious visibility
problems. Since adaptive headlights are
directed at the road, the incidence of glare
is reduced.
A car with adaptive headlights uses electronic sensors to detect the speed of the
car and how far the driver has turned the
steering wheel. The sensors are connected
to small electric motors built into the headlight that changes the angles of the light.
Most adaptive headlights systems also
include a self-leveling system. Self-leveling
headlights have an additional level sensor
that determines if the car is tilted forward
or back. For example, if a car is driving
over a large bump, when the front of the
car hits the bump, it lifts up. Standard
headlights would briefly point up into the
sky until the rear of the car moved over the
bump and the car returned to a level position. With a self-leveling system, electric
servomotors react to the level sensor and
keep the headlights aimed down at the
road, no matter the position of the car.
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In-wheel engines
How does it work?

The basic design is an integration of an electric
motor into the hub of the wheel. A electromagnetic field is generated through applying
power to the stationary coils on the inside of
the wheel. As a result the outer part of the
motor attempts to follow the electromagnetic
field which in turn turns the wheel to which it is
attached.

The main advantage of using in-wheel motors
in my vehicle is that it’s storage saving, which
means that the storage used for a traditional
motor can be used to store necessary tools
and extra water. In-wheel motors are expanding and have several advantages compare to
traditional alternatives. Besides saving space,
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in-wheel engines is an easy way to increase
the efficiency since the energy loss decreases
significantly due to decreased fricative energy
loss. In-wheel motors exist in several dimensions and can be applied on light vehicles,
such as bicycles, as well as on heavy buses or
trucks.
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Functional direction

Intuitive

Designed for it’s purpose
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Ergonomic
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Form

Material contrast

Continuity
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Explicit

Wrap around

Rough

Sculpted
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Material

Heat shielding gel
Can be applied as a spray-on gel or
as a paste. It can temporarily shield
virtually any solid material from temperatures up to an 7500 ºF (4100 ºC).
Once applied to a material, it acts both
as a heat shield and as a heat sink,
absorbing heat from the material. This
material can make red-hot metals cool
enough to touch in seconds and can
keep fires from reigniting.

Refractory metals
A class of metals that are extraordinarily resistant to heat, for example alloys of
molybdenum and titanium
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Rough terrain customized rubber

Silicon cover
Protects
metal and
plastic parts
from becoming thermally
conductive.
Heat insulating glass

Flame resistant fabric

TOA-LARC06 (developed by NASA)
An extreme fire-resistant polyimide
composite electrical insulation material,
ideal for use in high voltage and high
power electrical systems and can improve
survivability and continuity of electrical
power supplies. The material also provide
weight and space savings because of their
lightweight nature and exceptionally high
performance capability.
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Interior ideation
Quick sketches of the interior positioning. Exploring vehicle
size and how many people it should accommodated. Investigating optimal placement of water tank, tools and engine
to free up interior space.
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Exterior ideation
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Exterior ideation / Scenario
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Ideation
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Interior layout
The interior is designed to fit three people. The
driver sits in front to the left and the person
controlling the water nozzles and the drone sits
in front to the right. The back seat is design to
work as a communication central, equipped with
screens, computers for calculating data gathered
by the drone and communication equipment.
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Exterior ideation
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In the dashboard, there is an interactive
3D-screen which shows what´s happening around the vehicle. It can also mirror
the view from other units, for example a
top view collected from the camera on
the drone.
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Refinement
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MODEL WORK, SCALE 1/6
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Final result

Like the messenger from the sea, the
Scania Triton represents the powerful
element of water in the middle of a raging
wildfire. The Scania Triton is a fire truck
especially designed to get fast to the
scene, to extinguish the fire early on and
to act as an important centre of the extensive communication surrounding wildfire
fighting. The drone, integrated at the top
of the vehicle, is an important collaborator that can be released to sweep the
area and gather important data from the
air. The high ground clearance provides
agility in the rough terrain and the place-
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ment of sprinklers and water canons is
thoughtfully done to maximize effectiveness. The in-wheel engines increase
space for the interior or for storage of important tools or extra water and the boot
lid is especially constructed to facilitate
the access to necessary tools.
Triton is designed to express Scania’s
brand values: Pride and Trust. It conveys
the feeling of confidence, intelligence,
strength and speed. The same characteristics that you wish for in the ideal fire
fighter!
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Design and functions
The front window and the grill forms together the wrapping T, something SCANIA
is very well known for.
The sides are sculptured to create a
muscular feeling and the front and the
back have a more technical and functional
expression, with harder and edgier design
language. This creates a contrast and a
feeling of speed and continuity as well as
it enhances the locations of the functional
parts such as incoming and outgoing
water, electricity, hydraulics and tools.
The technical parts are essential for the
purpose of the vehicle and therefore they
must easily be identified.

nization
more
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The water nozzles are equipped with
lights and cameras so the fire fighters
can work effective during nights. The
lights are also important as emergency
light and as visible identification marks
for helicopters and airplanes as well
as provide extra spot light during night
driving.
The light bar in the front is an emergency light bar and is easy to complement with extra lights. The head lights
in the front and the rear are protected
by robust bars to avoid damages from
brushwood.
The water tank is constructed in lay-

ers to prevent the water from flowing
too fast and affect the steering. It can
also be dismantled to give the vehicle
a extreme ground clearance when
required or be filled with air and used
as a floating photon to be able to drive
over deep water.
The drone is formed to reflect the
shape of the roof and the back of the
vehicles, to make it blend in into the
main shape. The wing also make the
vehicle express lightness, without making it look fragile. The rear bumper is
designed as a step, with aim of creating
easy access to tool and other things
stored under the wing.
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Conclusion

When I started this project I didn’t now what
kind of vehicle I would create, I just knew
what the problems were.
Having a clear descriptions of the problems
can make the design process easier as well
as it can create challenges. To focus on
solving specific problems generated at the
same time new questions: How many people should the vehicle hold, how can they
gain more knowledge about the fire scene
and which kind of obstacles may arise in
the terrain? Questions, such as these, were
very important to focus on to be able to
create a vehicle, effective and usable for it´s
purpose.
One thing that distinguish the Triton from
other vehicles with similar purposes is its
dimension. The dimension was also one of
the most challenging parts of the design,
since I didn’t really have any references for
the proportions. For example, I re-did my
CAD-model three time because I wasn’t
happy with the proportions. But the reason
behind the specific proportions was that
I really wanted to create an optimal, fast
moving vehicle for harsh terrain.
I didn’t do any clay models and that is
something I regret. I thought I would save
time to start building it directly in CAD, but
I was wrong. It would have saved me a lot
of time and grey hairs if I had done a clay
model to set the final shapes and proportions.
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Something I learned during this project,
is that, even though it´s good to following
others advice, you must make your own
decision based on what you think is good,
interesting and appealing. If you get to
much input, you easily get confused and
start creating things that is not in line with
your vision.
Sometimes during the project I have even
questioned whether I would be able to finish
it on time, especially when facing challenges I have not faced before. But fortunately,
I had talented and helpful people around
me who could guide me through the difficult
parts and I’m very grateful for that.
Building the model was really stressful. I
just had 10 days to build it and that was
short of time! If I have had more time, I
would have experimented with different
colours since the yellow I chose wasn´t an
optimal choice. It was kind of extreme and
it also reflected the light in a way that made
it hard to read the lines and distinguish the
shape.
Although I’m not 100% satisfied with the result, I’ve learned a lot during the project and
I think I have created a very multifunctional,
yet innovative, fire truck for SCANIA.
And, like I mentioned earlier, I’m really
grateful for all the help I have received - a
big thanks to everyone!!
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1.4 Time schedule

January
WEEK 1

WEEK 2

February
WEEK 3

WEEK 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

WEEK 5

WEEK 6

March

WEEK 7

WEEK 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

WEEK 9

WEEK

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

SCANIA

UMEÅ

WEEK 10

UMEÅ

Research Phase

Sketch Development, Exterior and Interior
Mock-up

Concept modelling

Alias Exterior M

Pick Direction

5 Min Degree Pres
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Pick Direction Package

Research Pres

Half Way Prese

April

K 11

WEEK 12

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

SCANIA

WEEK 13

WEEK 14

May
WEEK 15

WEEK 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

WEEK 17

June
WEEK 18

WEEK 20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

SCANIA

UMEÅ

WEEK 19

WEEK 21
123456789

UMEÅ

Final report and presentation preparation

Modelling

Milling, prototyping
Model Building
Preparing
Preparing

Demonstrate the result

Final Report

Examination

Deadline everything

Report and poster, model etc.
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